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 An experimental eye-tracking paradigm to investigate overt visual attention with fMRI 

Abstract 

During looking at natural stimuli humans 

normally pay visual attention to points they 

fixate. Corbetta & Shulman (2002) describe 

two partially segregated brain areas controlling 

the guidance of visual attention either by 

means of top-down influences or by stimulus 

driven bottom-up processes. A pure bottom-up 

model was proposed by Parkhurst et al (2002) 

who investigated the influence of different low 

level features on a saliency map of overt visual 

attention. In a subsequent study, Einhäuser & 

König (2003) further investigated the influence 

of luminance contrast but could not find a 

causal influence to saliency. Consequently they 

concluded that a pure bottom-up model for 

saliency was unsatisfying. Parkhurst & Niebur 

(2004) criticize this on methodological 

grounds. They answered with an analogous 

experiment but explained the results with a 

pure bottom-up model. In short, the discussion 

is not yet solved and thus, the dynamics 

between top-down and bottom-up influences 

controlling visual attention remain unclear. 

In the present study we present an improved 

experimental eye-tracking paradigm to the one 

developed by Einhäuser & König (2003). Our 

main goal is to further examine the influence 

of local luminance contrast modifications on 

fixation behavior. Carefully taking care of 

methodological criticism pointed out by 

Parkhurst & Niebur (2004), we modified local 

luminance contrast around four randomized 

spots on one side of an image. Subjects had to 

look at the stimuli in two conditions. The first 

condition was free viewing and the second 

condition a detection task, searching for 

something abnormal.  

We analyze our data on the basis of the 

locations of fixations. Examining initial 

fixations, we find a surprising shift for the first 

fixations unrelated to modifications. In 

general, subjects prefer the modified side only 

for strong modifications, but are always 

looking towards it during searching. Further, 

we find correlations of luminance contrast with 

fixations only for strong modifications. All the 

same only locations of strong modifications are 

correlated with fixations. Overall, our results 

indicate that locally modified luminance 

contrast plays a role on fixation behavior, but 

they do not imply a causal relationship of 

luminance contrast.  

As a consequence to the remaining doubts to a 

pure bottom up model of visual attention, we 

intend to use our experimental paradigm in an 

fMRI study. In this further study, we plan to 

advance the discussion about the dynamics 

between top down and bottom up influences on 

visual attention to a new level of brain areas 

involved. On the basis of the work of Corbetta 

& Shulman (2002), we suggest to focus on the 

brain areas they already proposed to be 

recruited during top down and bottom up 

guidance of visual attention. The suitability of 

our stimuli for an fMRI study as well as the 

impact of our results for such a study is 

discussed. 
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Introduction 

 
 
In order to ensure that behavior is guided by 

relevant information, attention has to be selective. 

Attention is defined as the mental ability to select 

stimuli, responses, memories or thoughts that are 

behaviorally relevant (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002). 

Although humans have the ability to control what 

they attend to, most of the time unconscious 

intrinsic mechanisms handle the guidance of 

attention most of the time. Thus, in every day life 

two opposing brain mechanisms control attention. 

Cognitive factors, such as goals, knowledge and 

expectations are called ‘top-down’ factors. Factors 

reflecting sensory stimulation and unconscious 

mechanisms are called ‘bottom-up’ factors. 

Unexpectedness, novelty, and other factors that 

affect attention represent intermediate interaction 

stages of both. In the visual domain, visual 

attention is the ability to extract relevant 

information of visual scenes. Top down processes 

aid focusing on what is important while we scan a 

visual scene. Knowledge and expectations allow 

us to recognize something better and faster, as well 

as they enable us to discover details of an image 

that we might have missed otherwise. On the other 

hand, visual attention can be easily dominated 

stimulus driven, bottom up factors and external 

events. A more salient part of an image might 

catch our eyes while we miss out more subtle 

elements without intending to. Or an external 

event, such as a touch or a sound, might distract 

our visual attention completely. Unexpected, novel 

and salient events take high priority in our brain 

and simply catch our attention. We believe that 

both, top-down and bottom-up processing play 

important roles in the guidance of visual attention 

during viewing natural scenes. The question is 

how the dynamics between top-down and bottom-

up factors determine where, how and to what we 

pay attention to.  

Using functional magnetic resonance imaging 

(fMRI), brain areas that control these dynamics 

have been investigated. In a recent review based 

on many different fMRI and single unit recording 

studies (Corbetta & Shulman 2002) and in a single 

fMRI study (Corbetta, Law & Shulman, 2000) it 

was proposed that visual attention is controlled by 

two partially segregated neuronal systems. One 

system, called the dorsal frontoparietal network, is 

involved in the cognitive selection of sensory 

information and responses. It is centered on the 

dorsal posterior parietal and frontal cortex (near/ 

along intraparietal sulcus – IPS). This dorsal 

frontoparietal network (including IPS) represents 

an area where top-down visual processing is 

located. The other system, called the ventral right 

frontoparietal network, is recruited during the 

detection of behaviorally relevant sensory events, 

in particular when they are salient and unexpected. 

This network is largely lateralized to the right 

hemisphere and located on the temporoparietal and 

ventral frontal cortex (right temporoparietal 

cortical junction – TPJ). The ventral right 

frontoparietal network (including TPJ) seems to be 

responsible for bottom-up processing. Additional 

evidence pointing towards a strong cognitive 
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influence of IPS comes from the finding that 

expected saccades elicit a stronger response in IPS 

than unexpected ones (Konen et al 2004). These 

findings from fMRI shall now be used to solve the 

discussion of the dynamics between top-down and 

bottom-up factors during vision of natural images.  

Researchers differentiate between two types of 

visual attention, overt and covert. Overt attention 

is a more natural way of looking, because it 

involves the natural human sequence of alternating 

saccades and fixations. During fixations the fovea 

stays focused on a certain point of an image for a 

short time (about 20 up to 500ms). In overt 

attention we attend to the fixation points and 

therefore, one can investigate it with eye-tracking 

experiments (Reinagel & Zador, 1999; Parkhurst, 

Law & Niebur, 2002; Einhäuser & König, 2003; 

Parkhurst & Niebur, 2004). The second type of 

visual attention, covert attention, describes the 

ability to stay fixated on one point of an image 

while shifting one’s attention to another point (Itti 

& Koch, 2004). No eye-movements are involved 

in covert attention. Since we present an 

experimental eye-tracking paradigm we will solely 

speak of the more natural type of overt visual 

attention. 

Parkhurst, Law & Niebur (2002) proposed overt 

visual attention to be largely dominated by 

bottom-up processes. They found a positive 

correlation between stimulus saliency and location 

of fixations (Salience is defined by a 

computational model of purely bottom-up 

selective attention with luminance, color and 

orientation as inputs). From their results, they 

conclude visual attention being significantly 

guided by stimulus-driven bottom up mechanisms.  

Einhäuser & König (2003) argued that although 

luminance contrast seems to be correlated with 

saliency of natural stimuli, unresolved 

inconsistencies make its true contribution 

doubtful. One inconsistency is the missing 

influence of weak contrast modifications on 

fixation, although the modifications are strong 

enough to be detected. Another inconsistency is 

that moderate to strong negative contrast 

modifications attract, rather than repel, visual 

attention.  Therefore, they propose luminance 

contrast having no causal contribution to saliency, 

contradicting with the results by Parkhurst, Law & 

Niebur (2002). Moreover, they suggest a strong 

influence of top-down processing on the selection 

of salient features.  

In a following review, Parkhurst & Niebur (2004) 

responded that luminance contrast and texture 

contrast play decisive roles for saliency and that 

this is due to dominating bottom-up processing 

during viewing of natural scenes. They challenged 

the findings of Einhäuser & König by means of 

methodological problems. With a similar 

experimental paradigm, results of Einhäuser & 

König are reproduced, yet discussed in a very 

different light. A pure bottom-up model is 

proposed to explain the result without appealing to 

top-down processes. Although they admitted the 

possibility of top-down influences they are 

determined to hold on to their proposal until 

quantitative experimental evidence is available to 

address this question.  
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We think that experimental progress has caught up 

to deliver this experimental evidence by means of 

a combined eye-tracking and fMRI study. We 

intend to clarify whether bottom up or top down 

effects dominate visual attention during viewing of 

natural stimuli. To obtain comparable results we 

use similar, yet improved and adapted stimuli like 

developed by Einhäuser & König (2003). 

Carefully we take care of methodological 

problems pointed out by Parkhurst & Niebur 

(2004). We will have a look at new insights that 

can be gained due to improvements in stimuli and 

hardware. In a second step, we plan to conduct an 

fMRI experiment to further address the question of 

visual attention on the level of brain activity.  

In the following, methodological details of the 

experimental eye-tracking paradigm will be 

described. They contain the description of the 

stimuli we also want to use for the intended fMRI 

study. Furthermore, experimental setup for the 

eye-tracking experiment and details about subjects 

and hardware are described. We explain statistical 

methods used during data analysis. In the 

subsequent part, we describe out comings of 

different steps of analysis. This part also includes 

an analysis of how long eye-movements are 

correlated to a reasonable degree, as a preparation 

for the fMRI study. Finally, the results will be 

discussed.  

The main goals of this study are to examine visual 

attention with a similar approach than presented in 

Einhäuser & König (2003) and the creation of an 

experimental paradigm that is suitable for a 

combined eye-tracker and fMRI study. We want to 

investigate our results as a standalone study and 

compared with results from Einhäuser & König 

(2003), as well as with Parkhurst & Niebur (2004). 

We want to discuss the impact of our 

methodological improvements and their suitability 

for an fMRI experiment. 
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Methods 

 
This thesis presents an experimental eye-tracking 

paradigm that is thought as a persecutor of an 

fMRI study but contains no fMRI experiment. 

Consequently, we only describe what was done in 

the eye-tracker experiment. In the following, we 

describe stimuli, subjects, apparatus and 

experimental setup. Finally, methods used during 

data analysis are explained. 

 

2.1  Stimuli 

 
In the present study the same source of original 

pictures was chosen as in Einhäuser & König 

(2003). Yet, in terms of applied modifications, we 

introduced several major improvements. All 

pictures in their unmodified form are taken from a 

set of 128 photographs of natural stimuli. Images 

show mostly scenes with grass, trees and rocks and 

with no man-made objects. They represent as 

natural stimuli as possible with no human bias. 

Originally pictures were taken in the surroundings 

of the Institute of Neuroinformatics of the 

University of Zurich. Original pictures were in 

color, recorded with a high quality digital camera 

(3.3 Mega pixel colour mosaic CCD, Nicon 

Coolpix 995, Tokio) with high spatial resolution. 

For the present study they have been resized from 

their original size of 2048 x 1536 pixels to 1024 x 

768 pixels and transformed to grayscale with 

MATLAB- function rbg2gray. After 

transformation, images were saved in bmp-format. 

Figure 1 shows nine examples of unmodified 

originals. From the original set, 18 pictures were 

selected at random and of each 11 modifications 

were produced. Additionally another 12 different 

original pictures were randomly chosen. Of this 

additional set no modifications existed. Thus, 

images used as stimuli consisted of 30 out of 128 

original images, 18 of which were eleven-fold 

modified.  

All modifications altered luminance contrast. 

Luminance contrast of two neighboring pixels is 

increasing if their luminance values are 

increasingly different, between two single points it 

is said equal to the absolute value of their 

difference. In the present study, contrast was 

defined as the standard deviation of luminance 

within a square image region divided by the mean 

intensity of the picture (Reinagel & Zador, 1999). 

This definition is numerically robust, was also 

used by Einhäuser & König (2003), and is an 

extension of the two point model. The square 

length was always 80 pixels and was not further 

changed, as Einhäuser & König (2003) found no 

advantage or difference in results for varied square 

length. 
 

2.1.1  Modifications of pictures 

 

Einhäuser & König (2003) modified luminance 

contrast locally. While we kept their general 

design of local modifications, we introduced 

several improvements to account for 

methodological critics (Parkhurst & Niebur 2004). 

Improvements included usage of more pictures 

and calculation of a mean local luminance for each 
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Figure 1 – Examples of unmodified images. Nine unmodified natural images 
as used in the experiment.  

 
ixel. These mean local luminance values replaced 

ean luminance of the whole picture during 

alculation of modifications. Therefore, the 

odification of every single pixel was much more 

recise. Further, we decided on modifying only 

ne side of a picture with four points, rather than 

he whole central region with five points. This was 

one in respect of the intended fMRI study in 

rder to have the possibility to explore lateralized 

ffects in the brain. 

 first step was to calculate the mean local 

uminance Ī(x, y) of each single pixel in the whole 

mage on the basis of a two-dimensional Gaussian 

shaped function centered on each pixel, λ = 80 

pixel: 

 

G(x, y) = exp{-[(x – x)² + (y -  y)²]/ λ²} (1) 

 

Centered on (x, y), every value outside a square of 

321 x 321 pixels (2λ in all directions) was 

considered zero. For calculating local mean 

luminance Ī(x, y), G was normalized to Gnorm. We 

calculated each local luminance with a 

convolution function (MATLAB: conv2) taking 

Gnorm(x, y) and the grayscale image as inputs. This 

procedure was much less elaborate compared to 

more basic procedures. Very costly in computing 
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Figure 2 – Modification levels. Exemplary patches of 321 x 321 pixel of two 
images shown at all modification levels. 
Note that for original stimuli it was very unlikely that the same point was 
modified twice over all conditions. 

 
ower, but with the same result, the following 

rocedure describes the performed convolution in 

asic mathematic terms: for every image pixel, 

ultiply Icut(x, y) and Gnorm pixel by pixel. Then 

alculate an integral over all values. The value of 

he integral is the local mean luminance of pixel 

x, y).  

n four points, situated on only one side of the 

mages and at least 160 pixels from image 

oundaries, luminance contrast was modified. The 

oints had a minimum distance of 160 pixels or 

ifferent randomized points were selected. As in 

inhäuser & König (2003), we avoided sharp 

dges or intensity boundaries by means of 

moothing modifications into the image with a 

wo-dimensional Gaussian patch (1), again with λ 

 80 pixel. It was centered at each of the four 

points. This design prevented all overlaps in the 

central regions of two Gaussians. For any further 

overlap the maximal value was selected. Outside a 

321 x 321 pixel square values for G were 

considered zero. At each image point, pixel 

intensity was then altered with: 

 

 

I(x, y) = 

I0(x, y) + α G(x, y) * [I0(x, y) – Ī(x, y)] (2) 

 

Where I0 denotes the original pixel intensity, α is 

the peak modification level and Ī is the mean local 

luminance of each point. In our stimuli we varied 

α in 8 steps from -0.6 to +1.0 which equals a peak 

contrast modification from -60% to +100%. Figure 

2 displays two exemplary 321 pixel wide squares 
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Figure 3 – Global Modifications. Example of a 300 x 200 pixel patch with 
decreased global luminance contrast (left), unmodified (centre) and 
increased luminance contrast. 

in all modification levels. Additionally figure 4 

displays a +100% modified image as used during 

the experiment. The modifications are marked by 

4 cyan squares. Each square is 80 pixels wide, 

therefore demonstrates the area around one 

modification point of one λ.  

The procedure described above changed global 

luminance contrast minimally. To check for any 

influences of changed global contrast, two 

additional modifications of every unmodified 

image, used as stimuli, were produced. On these 

additional modifications, we altered global 

contrast without changing any other image 

features, i.e. global luminance or local contrast. 

Our desired new global contrast was determined 

by the global contrast of the two most extreme 

modified pictures (-60% and +100%). Changing 

global contrast without altering global luminance 

was achieved by the following normalization 

procedure: subtract mean luminance (global 

luminance) of every image pixel. Then divide 

every pixel by the global contrast of the original. 

Now multiply every pixel with the desired global 

contrast, in our case global contrast of peak 

modified images. The last step is to add the mean 

luminance to every pixel again. Figure 3 shows 3 

exemplary 200 times 300 wide patches of one 

image with globally decreased luminance contrast, 

as an unmodified original and with globally 

increased luminance contrast.  

Altogether, 18 of 30 originals were eleven times 

modified; nine modifications with changed local 

luminance contrast, two with altered global 

luminance contrast. Local patches are places 

around four random points on one side of the 

image. Left and right were altered for every 

following modification step, starting nine times 

with left and right. Modification levels reached 

from -60% to +100% in steps of 20%. The two 

images with changed global luminance contrast 

mirrored global luminance contrast of peak 

modified images, but did not alter global 

luminance.  

 

2.2  Subjects 

 
A total of seven subjects, aged 19 to 27, 

participated in the experiment. Six subjects were 

male, one was female. Five subjects had normal 

uncorrected vision, two wore glasses. Nevertheless 
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it was possible to track their eyes normally, 

including cornea reflection (see Eye tracking 

paradigm). All subjects volunteered to take part in 

the experiment, were free to stop at any time and 

took part only once. All experiments were 

undertaken with the understanding and written 

consent of each subject. None of the subjects had 

been exposed to the pictures previously. Subjects 

were neither aware of the goal of the study, nor 

had they been informed beforehand about 

modifications on images. After they were 

introduced to the Eye tracking equipment, the 

main experiment, consisting of 128 pictures, was 

conducted. Every 32 pictures a short break gave 

subjects the possibility to close their eyes and 

relax for however long they wished. When they 

were ready again, the experiment continued after a 

new validation of pupil position accuracy. In the 

case of an unsatisfying validation, the hardware 

was calibrated anew. Every break was used to 

remind subjects to either: “Look at the images”, 

for first three blocks, or to: “Search for 

abnormalities” before the last block. After the 

main experiment, all subjects were informed about 

content and goal of the study. All data obtained 

was considered valid and is used in the analysis, 

no subject was discarded and no subject stopped 

the experiment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3  Apparatus and Experimental setup 

 

2.3.1  Eye tracking paradigm 

 
An EyeLink II system (SR Research Ltd., 

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) was used to record 

eye movements. The system is tied to the subjects` 

head with two adjustable headbands. EyeLink II 

does not require any head fixation, making 

experiments much more comfortable for subjects 

than with i.e. a bite bar. If asked for, a chinrest was 

offered to subjects; it was not mandatory and is not 

required for recoding eye positions. Nevertheless 

subjects using the chinrest had much better 

validation values after each block of 32 pictures, 

and it was perceived more comfortable using the 

chinrest. With EyeLink II a certain degree of head 

movements can be compensated. This is due to 

four infrared lights, installed at the four corners of 

the screen tracking the relative head position to the 

screen. By tracking the head position, the system 

is able to distinguish between real eye movements 

and movements due to head position shifts.  

Two cameras, adjusted close under subjects eyes, 

record pupil movements, cornea reflections, and 

pupil diameter. Each camera should always be 

centered right under the subjects eye, producing a 

picture of the eye with no horizontal bias. In order 

to obtain results, including cornea reflection, from 

subjects with glasses, cameras have to be installed 

right in front of the glasses without limiting 

subjects view. Camera sharpness has to be 

adjusted to compensate for strength of glasses. 
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Figure 4 – Eye-trace and Fixations. A +100% locally modified image is shown. 
The yellow plot is the original eye-trace of subject SE. Asteroids show 
fixation as defined by the Eyelink II. Initial fixations are color coded in 
the legend. Cyan squares mark modifications, in this case all on the right 
side of the image. 

 

However, it may still be possible that one is unable   

to record eye movements properly due to too small 

shape of glasses (cameras in the visual field of 

subjects) or due to additional reflections of the 

infrared beam on the glasses (cornea reflection 

fails). 

Pupil position is measured in degrees of visual 

angle. According to head distance from the screen 

and screen resolution, it is converted to pixel. 

Before recording, the system has to be calibrated. 

The initial calibration includes adjusting 

headbands and cameras. The calibration process of 

eye positions is then accomplished with nine small 

black circles on known coordinates, displayed on a 

three by three grid covering the whole screen. Of 

every point, fixation values are recorded and then 

valuated against the same grid of circles in a 

validation step. Inaccurate fixation during 

calibration leads to high errors during validation. 

In order to be satisfying, values of mean and 

maximum deviation between calibration and 

validation have to be as minimal as possible. For 

revalidation during the experiment, it is sufficient 

to perform the validation step and check if values 
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are still well. Recalibration is only necessary if 

values are not satisfying anymore. After each 

presented image a fixation point is displayed in the 

middle of the screen to measure drift correction. If 

drift correction fails due to wide head movements, 

the experiment is automatically paused and a 

recalibration is necessary.  

If tracking cornea reflections and pupils together, 

EyeLink II records data at a sample rate of 250 Hz. 

All data is written to an EDF-file containing the 

experiments name, all calibration and validation 

values and eye position data on a timeline. 

Additionally, the resulting file contains indications 

of fixations, blinks and saccades. An example 

image along with an eye-trace and the according 

fixations is shown in figure 4. 
 

2.3.2  Hardware 

 
Stimuli were presented with a display resolution of 

1024 x 768 pixels and a refresh rate of 120 Hz on 

a 21-inch Samsung SyncMaster 1100 DF 2004 

(Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd., Korea) CRT 

monitor. Subjects eyes were level with the center 

of the screen situated approximately 80 cm away 

of the monitor. 

Although our stimuli were in grayscale, the color 

settings of the monitor were calibrated and if 

necessary readjusted before each experimental run, 

using the monitor-profiling system device Eye-

One Display (GretagMecbeth AG, Regensburg, 

CH) which ensures consistent monitor settings for 

all subjects. Thus, all subjects saw the stimuli 

under the equivalent conditions. 

While the EyeLink II software was run on a PC, 

Pentium 4.2.6 (Dell Inc., Round Rock, TX, USA), 

the experiment was conducted on a Powermac G4/ 

1,256 GB computer (Apple, Cupertino, CA, USA). 

During stimulus presentation and eye position 

recording, both computers were synchronized via a 

direct network connection cable. 
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Figure 5 – Eyelink II system and setup.
Subjects wear the head-camera as shown, 
facing the monitor. 

 

 

2.3.3 Experimental Setup Analysis 

 
During the whole duration of the experiment, the 

experimenter was present. It was conducted in a 

semi dark room at the Institute of 

Neurobiopsychology at the University of 
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Osnabrück. Subjects were not distracted during the 

experiment. 

The standard procedures of calibration and 

validation as well as drift correction were applied. 

The experiment did not start before a mean error 

of 0.65° or lower for validation was reached. 

During the experiment, every 32 pictures a 

revalidation was performed and if the mean error 

was above 0.65° the EyeLink II system was 

recalibrated. It was consistent over all subjects that 

used a chinrest, that drift correction and 

revalidation errors were reduced. All mean and 

maximum errors of all subjects are displayed in 

Table 1. 

The fixation cue during drift correction appeared 

on a medium intensity gray background. Its 

grayscale intensity matched exactly the mean 

intensity over all stimuli presented. Thus, there 

was no need for subjects to adapt to the brightness 

of images displayed.  

EyeLink II offers the possibility to track both eyes 

at all times. Although we made use of this feature, 

we later agreed to not further use data from the 

eye with worse calibration results, as alternatives 

are a mean value of both eyes which is less 

accurate than just the dominate eye that fixates 

more exactly. Thus, for analysis only the eye with 

the better calibration results is considered. For 

future studies we suggest to use the standard 

settings of EyeLink II software, which only 

records data from one eye at any time. 

 

 

 

Subject Mean 
Error 

Max Error Comments 

WI 0.38°, 
0.40°, 
0.64°, 
0.50° 

0.72°, 
1.08°, 
0.96°, 
0.98° 

Used chinrest 

SE 0.54°, 
0.50°, 
0.40°, 
0.31° 

1.42°, 
0.85°, 
0.87°, 
0.95° 

 

OZ 0.68°, 
0.53°, 
0.54°, 
0.48° 

1.35°, 
1.06°, 
1.09°, 
1.20° 

Had glasses 

JO 0.37°, 
0.54°, 
0.36°, 
0.44° 

0.65°, 
1.17°, 
0.68°, 
0.95° 

Used chinrest 

HA 0.24°, 
0.59°, 
0.50°, 
0.56° 

0.69°, 
1.16°, 
0.96°, 
1.01° 

 

DA 0.26°, 
0.55°, 
0.38°, 
0.48° 

0.61°, 
0.95°, 
0.55°, 
0.88° 

Used chinrest, 
had glasses 

FL 0.54°, 
0.31°, 
0.41°, 
0.38° 

0.98°, 
0.65°, 
0.98°, 
0.75° 
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Table 1: Validation errors 
Table displays all validation errors 
of all subjects. Four values stand for 
one revalidation value every 32 
pictures. 

 

 

2.4  Experimental paradigm 

 
Every subjects saw at total of 128 images, divided 

in four blocks of 32 pictures each. For the first 

three blocks they were instructed to ‘look at the 

images’ (further revered to as ‘free viewing’) 

while for the last block instructions were to 

‘search for abnormalities’ (‘search task’). 

Although we wanted to avoid memory effects we 
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decided that, for comparability, it was adequate to 

have images in the search task that we also had in 

the free viewing task. To achieve both goals, the 

search task consisted only of pictures not shown in 

the first three blocks but from the same pool of 

modifications and originals.  

We formed six blocks of 32 pictures out of a total 

image pool of 192 images. Always one half of 

them formed the free viewing condition (three 

blocks, 96 pictures). In detail they contained at 

random order: 72 random local luminance contrast 

modifications (local modifications), 9 random 

global luminance contrast modifications (global 

modifications), 9 unmodified originals (originals) 

and random 6 additional originals (additional 

originals). The additional originals only enlarged 

the pool of unmodified images. They were not 

presented in any modified form. From the second 

half of the total image pool, 32 were selected at 

random to form block four, the search task. In 

detail it contained 23 local modifications, 3 

originals and 6 additional originals. For every 

other subject we reversed this logic, showing the 

full second half of 96 pictures in block one to three 

and a selection of 32 out of the first half in the 

search task.  

After initial calibration and validation every image 

was displayed for six seconds. Presentation of 

images alternated with a short drift correction. In 

this drift correction subjects had to fixate on the 

middle (pixel 378, 512) of the medium gray screen 

and the experiment conductor pressed a key when 

fixation was clearly visible. Subjects did not have 

to press the key themselves minimizing distraction 

and keeping subjects attention to the screen. This 

procedure was done during calibration and 

validation as well. Together with the key press, 

drift correction / eye position is evaluated and the 

next picture is displayed. After every block of 32 

pictures, there was a short break which subjects 

mostly used to close their eyes. According to the 

succeeding block, the experiment conductor 

reminded subjects about their task, revalidated eye 

positions and drift correction and continued with 

the next block. A full series of four blocks took 

about 50min including breaks and eye tracker 

setup. 

 

2.5  Data Analysis 

 

All Analysis was done using MatLab 6.5.1 (R13) 

including Image processing toolbox, statistics 

toolbox and data analysis toolbox. Raw eye-

tracking data in EDF- files was converted to an 

ASCII file with the EDF converter program 

included in the EyeLink II Software package. 

Form these ASCII files information was extracted 

to MatLab workspace with an adapted version of 

asc2matV32 (Tichacek 2004). The adapted version 

used for the present study extracts the raw eye 

movement data on a timeline, duration, start- and 

end times of fixations, indications of blinks and 

saccades, pupil diameter, filename of the image 

displayed, and its number in the source file.  

In their paper, Einhäuser & König (2004) find 

significant values of different fixation behavior 

only for low pass filtered images, concluding that 

high frequency contrasts have no significant 
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relation to the selection of fixation points. 

However, we analyze all images in their displayed 

appearance, not using low pass filtering or altering 

the images in any further way. Described effects 

may therefore still be due to low frequency 

contrasts but all results are derived from non low 

pass filtered images. 

 

2.5.1 Conditions 

 
In the present study, two different tasks were 

asked of subjects, namely a free viewing task and 

a search task. In order not to mix up results of 

these different conditions, all analysis is either 

merely based on data from block one to three or 

merely on data from block four. Unless explicitly 

stated, data from both tasks was never analyzed 

together, but often compared to each other. 

 

2.5.2 Statistics 

 
To analyze our data, we made use of several 

statistical tests, most of them standard functions of 

the MatLab- statistical toolbox.  

In detail we used Lilliefors test for goodness of fit 

to a normal distribution to check for normal 

distributions (MatLab: lillietest). To resolve 

significances between pairs of normal 

distributions, a student’s ttest was calculated 

(MatLab: ttest2 - hypothesis testing for the 

difference in means of two samples). To confirm 

significances between N normal distributions, N-

Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was done, 

applying Bonferroni- Correction for N-Way 

correlations (MatLab: anovan and multcompare). 

However, in some cases, Lilliefors test rejected the 

hypotheses of normal distributed values. In those 

cases, the nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum test 

for equal medians was calculated for pairs of 

distributions (MatLab: ranksum). To count 

whether significantly many instances of a 

distribution were on one side of a midline, we used 

a simple sign test for zero median (MatLab: 

signtest). Finally an autocorrelation of eye-traces 

was performed (MatLab: xcorr). 

As a baseline we mostly use original, unmodified 

pictures, which have the enormous advantage of 

incorporating image specific effects. In order to 

obtain a very stable control condition, subjects 

therefore saw about twice as many unmodified 

images than pictures of any other category. 
 

2.5.3 Fixations 

 
Human eye movements consist of saccades and 

fixations. While during saccades eye movement 

has a high velocity, fixations are marked by a 

close to steady fixation on a spot for longer 

intervals of milliseconds.  EyeLink II software 

defines fixations and saccades for the user. While 

onset of a saccade is defined when an eye 

acceleration threshold of 8000 degrees per second 

is exceeded and the eye shifted from its origin by 

at least 0.1°, saccade offset is defined as soon as 

eye velocity is lower than 30 deg/sec. Fixations are 

defined as the interval between two saccades, so to 

say as inverted saccades. Recent studies came to 
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the result that these fixations defined by the eye 

tracker are valid (Tichacek 2004). Additionally, 

other studies produced good results with these 

definitions (Engmann 2004). Therefore, fixation 

definitions from the eye tracker formed the basis 

for most of the analysis.  

Our experimental design of alternating images and 

drift correction makes each first fixation on images 

dependent on the fixation cue during drift 

correction. Since this fixation cue is in the middle 

of the screen the first fixation is significantly often 

also in the middle of the image (around [512, 

384]). Figure 6 demonstrates this dependency on 

the example of the initial three fixations of all 

subjects in the free viewing condition. While the 

first fixation (black dots) are clearly grouped 

around the middle of the picture where the fixation 

cue was visible during drift correction, second 

(magenta) and third (green) fixations are more 

spread out over the whole image. Therefore, the 

first fixation was excluded for all analysis with the 

only exception being analysis of single seconds, 

where this would have resulted in inconsistencies 

of second definitions.   

Over all subjects and in both viewing conditions it 

turns out that displayed images attract slightly 

more fixations to the left side of pictures than to 

the right. The same holds true for total fixation 

duration. Because it is implausible that pictures 

differ greatly in terms of low level features, this 

slight left-preference is likely to be due to motives. 

However, it proves as an advantage in our first 

analysis of initial fixations, since we can observe if 

initial fixations are also influenced by this general 

trend. 

Figure 6 – Position of initial three 
fixations, free viewing. The 
position of every first, second and 
third fixation of all subjects in 
the free viewing condition is shown. 
The first fixation (black dots) is 
obviously bound to the centre of the 
picture. This is due to the 
experimental design of alternating 
images and drift correction fixation 
cue. Second (magenta) and third 
fixation (green) are more spread out 
and no longer biased.  
Additionally the left drift of the 
second fixation can be seen. 

 

2.5.4 Global Modifications 

 
Early during data analysis it became clear that 

global modifications were difficult to distinguish 

from unmodified images. Even in a direct 

comparison as presented in figure 3 we observe no 

gripping difference. Therefore, before anything 

else, we compared global modifications with 

originals in respect of fixations along the x-axis 

and y-axis, fixation duration and luminance 

contrast at fixation points.  

Not all distributions of x-axis, y-axis position of 

fixations and fixation duration are normally 
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distributed. This may be due to various reasons, 

i.e. Engmann (2004) demonstrated that fixations 

are more prominent on the upper half of an image. 

Therefore, we used the nonparametric Wilcoxon 

rank sum test to check for differences. We were 

not able to find any significant differences in 

position of fixations along the y-axis. For y-axis 

positions globally increased luminance contrast 

shifted mean x-axis fixation minimally to the left 

compared to originals (Wilcoxon rank sum test: p 

= 0.01). No other significant differences between 

x-axis positions of fixations were found. 

Regarding duration of fixations, only fixation 

duration on images with increased global contrast 

compared to decreased global contrast was 

significantly shorter (266ms to 300ms, Wilcoxon 

rank sum test: p = 0.02). Again, no other 

differences were observable. We summarize that 

over all possible combinations of comparing 

original images with images having global 

decreased or increased contrast we only found two 

significantly different pairs. Globally increased 

luminance contrast led to a left-shift of x-axis 

position and to shorter duration of fixations. 

We calculated luminance contrast on all fixation 

points in our fourth attempt to find differences in 

viewing behavior between global modifications 

and originals. It turned out that luminance contrast 

at fixation points was decreased for decreased 

global contrast and increased for increased global 

contrast when comparing them to the originals. 

When we corrected these values by the values we 

originally modified global luminance contrast, we 

found no differences between the three conditions 

(student t-tests with α=0.01).   

Based on our investigations we reject the 

hypothesis that viewing behavior changed for 

global modifications compared to originals. 

Minimal shifted and longer fixations on images 

with globally increased luminance contrast are not 

sufficient to deduce more than that increased 

contrast images are minimally sharper. This may 

already explain the shorter fixation duration. The 

left shit is present over all conditions anyway and 

only merely stronger for these images. Thus we 

conclude that global modifications are in no way 

different from originals. 

As a consequence to this conclusion, we decided 

to treat global modifications equally to unmodified 

originals. This resulted in the advantage to further 

enlarge our main control group. In all further 

analysis the group of ‘originals’ or ‘0% 

modifications’ therefore consists of unmodified 

originals, additional originals (see above), and 

global modifications. 
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Results 

 
Our analysis aims to determine whether introduced 

modifications have significant effects on viewing 

behavior. Since we modified local luminance 

contrast, our analysis concentrates on how contrast 

varies at fixation points for unmodified versus 

modified images. We compare different 

modification strengths and follow observable 

effects for a better understanding of how 

luminance contrast influences the saliency map of 

overt visual attention. 
 

3.1 Initial Fixations 

 
To examine general effects of our images on initial 

fixations we investigate their mean value along the 

x-axis. In 2.5.2 we already saw how the first 

fixation is influenced by the experimental design, 

namely the drift correction cue. Figure 7 displays 

the mean of the first five initial fixations along 

with their standard deviation (upper errorbar) and 

the standard deviation between subjects (lower 

errorbar). Again, we see how clearly the first 

fixation is in the middle of the image with nearly 

no variance over all fixations and hardly any 

variance over subjects. Nevertheless, much more 

interesting is the finding that the second fixation 

displays a strong tendency towards the left, the 

strongest such tendency of all five initial fixations. 

Additionally, it shows less variance over all 

fixations and between subjects than following 

fixations. Although it is the first unbiased fixation, 

to a certain degree it is still dependent on its 

predecessor which gives a good explanation for 

the observed smaller standard deviations, given 

that the first fixation is always around pixel 512. 

On the other hand, it is surprising that the second 

fixation has a mean of more than 65 pixels shifted 

to the left (mean at pixel 454), a highly significant 

difference from first to second fixation (Wilcoxon 

rank sum test α = 0.01). This also holds when 

comparing the third and the first fixation, still the 

deviation towards left is highly significant (p < 

0.01). Following fixations show some dependence 

on their persecutor as well as tendencies towards 

one side, but with increasing standard deviations 

these results are increasingly less significant when 

checking for differences.  

Figure 7 – X-axis position of 
initial fixations. Mean position of 
the first five fixations. The upper 
error bar indicates the standard 
deviation of fixations. The lower 
error bar indicates the standard 
deviation of subjects. Standard 
deviations increase monotonically 
for succeeding fixations. 

The second fixation is the first unbiased fixation. It 

is significantly shifted towards the left side. This 

left-shift is strongest for the second fixation and 

lessens in following fixations. 
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3.2 Fixations on modified side 

 
Our first analysis aims at the question whether 

introduced modifications could attract visual 

attention in general terms, in other words how 

strong they attract fixations towards the modified 

side. As we always modified either left or right 

side of images, it is sufficient to compare x-axis 

values of fixation points for this purpose. Figure 8 

shows a histogram of the number of fixations in 32 

intervals of the x-axis for unmodified images. 

Values are normalized by the total number of 

originals shown. Thus, a value of one stands for a 

mean of one fixation per picture in the respective 

interval along the x-axis. Most fixations on 

unmodified images are clearly located around the 

middle of images. The described slight tendency 

of left-preference becomes visible. Nevertheless, a 

Lilliefor test for goodness of fit to a normal 

distribution reveals that data shown fits very well 

to a normal distribution (P < 0.01).  

Figure 9 A shows all fixation histograms of all 

modification steps for the right side (upper row) 

and for the left side (bottom row). Modification 

levels as indicated. In figure 9 B all modification 

levels are shown in a comparable view. In this plot 

one line represents one histogram and the number 

of fixations is coded with colors. In both 9 A and 

B, an increasing effect towards the modified side 

is detectable for strong modification levels. 

Because fixation durations vary greatly, figure 9 C 

presents an additional qualitative measure not only 

of where a fixation took place but of how long a 

fixation lasted on its position. Every line of figure 

9 C is obtained from similar histograms as in 

figure 9 A, but this time representing total duration 

of fixations on their positions along the x-axis 

rather than all fixations weighted equally. In both 

plots the tendencies of figure 9 A and B are 

repeated, for strong modifications subjects show a 

fixation preference towards the modified side. This 

is especially prominent for the strong positive 

modifications of +80% and +100%.  

We summarize that histograms of x-axis position 

of fixations and fixation duration seem to have 

tendencies towards the modified side the stronger 

the modification gets. 

Figure 8 – Histogram of fixation 
position for originals, free 
viewing. Mean number of fixations in 
32 intervals along the x-axis. The 
total number of fixations per 
interval is normalized by the total 
amount of originals.  
Note the clear peak around the 
centre of images as well as the 
slight left preference. 
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Figure 9 – Number of fixations and mean fixation duration along the x-axis 
for all modification levels. A: Histograms for all modification levels and 
for modifications right (upper row) and left (lower row). Every bar 
represents the number of fixations per picture in its respective interval 
along the x-axis. B: Same data as is A but with color coded values. Every 
line replaces one histogram for A. In both A & B an increasing tendency 
towards the modified side is viewable the stronger the modification level 
gets. C: Similar to B, but with mean fixation duration in ms coded with 
colors. As in B an increasing tendency towards the modified side for strong 
modifications is detectable. 
 
 
 
Figure 10 – Median and Mean of fixation positions and mean fixation 
duration on preferred side. Free Viewing: Median (upper left) and mean 
(upper right) of fixation position on the x-axis is shown. Error bars 
represent standard deviation between subjects. The lower bar plot of 
fixation duration shows values derived from subtracting fixation duration 
on the left side from fixation duration on the right side. In all three 
free viewing plots a tendency towards the modified side is only present for 
strong modifications. All other categories display much variance. Search 
task: Three graphs similar to free viewing, but showing results from the 
search task. All modification levels show clear preference towards the 
modified sides in fixation position and fixation duration. 
Note that p-values of pair wise comparisons are displayed in table 2. 
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To verify these tendencies we calculate mean and 

median of all fixation points as well as the 

duration of fixations on each side. For the total 

duration we subtract left side fixation duration 

from right side fixation duration for every image 

and compute the mean of these values. Thus, a 

negative value stands for longer fixation on the left 

side, a positive value tells the opposite. We 

calculate both, mean and median, since the mean 

is a more exact measure, and the median is 

generally more robust against single, extreme 

values. Figure 10 displays mean, median and mean 

duration for all categories of images for free 

viewing and the search task. Both upper graphs of 

the free viewing condition display much variance 

for negative and weak positive modifications, error 

bars represent standard deviation between 

subjects. 

We compare each pair of left-right distributions 

with a Wilcoxon rank sum test for equal medians 

as a measure of how different they truly are. 

Resulting P-Values are indicated in table 2. Since, 

for the search task (lower three graphs) pictures 

where selected at random and for this analysis are 

additionally separated in left and right categories, 

sample sizes of some categories are very small, 

which in turn leads weak results with less 

significant values (one distribution from left or 

right of +100%, +20%, -40% & -60% <15 

samples, results in gray in table 2). In table 2, 

significant values on a 5% α-level have grey 

shaded cells.  

 

 

       Condition 
Mod. 

Free viewing, 
fixations 

Free viewing, 
fixation duration 

+100% <0.01 <0.01 
+80% <0.01 <0.01 
+60% wrong tendency Wrong tendency 
+40% <0.01 <0.01 
+20% Wrong tendency wrong tendency 
-20% 0.03 0.13 
-40% Wrong tendency Wrong tendency 
-60% <0.01 <0.01 

       Condition 
Mod. 

Search task, 
fixations 

Search task, 
fixation duration 

+100% <0.01 0.35 
+80% <0.01 <0.01 
+60% <0.01 0.01 
+40% <0.01 0.01 
+20% 0.43 0.04 
-20% 0.31 0.13 
-40% 0.09 Wrong tendency 
-60% 0.84 0.29 

Table 2: P-values of Wilcoxon rank sum 
tests of each pair of left 
modifications compared to right 
modifications.  Values under 0.05 have 
gray shaded cells. If one of the both 
compared distributions had less than 
15 values, P-values are indicated in 
light gray. 

For free viewing (table 2, two left columns), it 

becomes obvious that only strong modifications (-

60%, +80%, +100%) result in a clear tendency of 

more fixations towards the modified side. This 

result is repeated with fixation durations. 

Additionally, the +40% modified images attract 

visual attention, but the +60% condition fails to 

prove a general pattern, but shows an inversed 

result. The situation looks different for the search 

task (Figure 10, lower graphs & table 2 two right 

columns). Here, we examine very strong attraction 

of visual attention towards the modified side. Even 

for categories which are too small to result in 

reasonable significances, the general pattern 

becomes clearly visible in figure 10, especially on 
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the graph of fixation duration (figure 10, lowest 

graph). Only for the just visible categories of +/-

20% no preferred side can be seen. We conclude 

that subjects were actually able to see and 

determine which side was modified and therefore, 

following their instructions, fixated significantly 

more and longer on that side. However, this result 

becomes not significant for some categories, since 

too few instances of one side of modifications 

were presented during the search task.  

Looking at significance values of matching 

category pairs, strong modifications, negative as 

well as positive (-60%, +80% & +100%), result in 

attraction of overt visual attention in the free 

viewing condition. Comparing this result with the 

equal data set from the search task, a clear 

difference is found. During the search task, a 

strong attraction of visual attention is found for all 

modification levels above 20%. For free viewing, 

we conclude that although visible, modified 

luminance contrast was not able to attract visual 

attention towards the modified side in all cases, 

but only for strong modifications. Additionally, 

strong reduction of luminance contrast attracts, 

rather than compels visual attention towards the 

modified side. 

 

3.3 Contrast at fixation points 

 
Since all introduced modifications aim at 

luminance contrast we now focus on contrasts at 

fixation points. With a method developed by 

Einhäuser & König (2003) we analyze contrast at 

fixation points. For a better understanding of our 

results we correlate our different modification 

categories and have a look at effects on single 

pictures. Finally, we will split up our data in single 

seconds to analyze variation in time. 

Figure 11 – Actual and control eye-
traces. The actual eye-trace with 
fixation points is plotted in red. 
All eye-traces from original images 
along with fixation points are 
shown in green. 

As described above, contrast is defined as the 

standard deviation of luminance within a square 

image region divided by the mean intensity of the 

picture (Reinagel & Zador, 1999). Investigating 

whether subjects really fixated at points of higher / 

lower luminance contrast, we compare mean 

contrast of fixations points on the actual image 

(actual) with a mean contrast value derived from 

contrasts at all fixation points in the control group, 

namely unmodified images (control). Figure 11 

illustrates both groups. The actual eye trace along 

with its fixation points is plotted in red. From 

these fixation points, contrast is calculated and 

their mean represents the actual contrast at fixation 

points. In green, eye traces and fixation points of 

all control pictures are plotted. The mean contrast 
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Figure 12 – Scatter plot of actual versus control contrast at fixation 
points, free viewing. Every point represents one pair of actual –control 
contrasts as demonstrated in figure 11. Modification levels as indicated. 
Points on the solid black diagonal have equal actual and control contrast. 
A sign test for all values (all images) proves significantly many values 
right of the diagonal. 

of all green fixation points results to the control 

contrast.  

 

Figure 12 displays the result for all modification 

categories on a scatter plot. Each point is one 

actual –control contrast value pair. Points on the 

solid black diagonal have equal mean actual and 

mean control contrast. Points underneath this line, 

pointing towards the right, represent higher actual 

contrast, points above the diagonal, pointing 

leftwards, indicate the opposite. A simple sign test 

in sufficient to determine significantly many 

instances right of the diagonal, with higher actual 

than control contrast (p < 0.00001). Thus, we can 

already note that increased luminance contrast 

correlates with fixation points over all images. 

 

To gain a better understanding of results in figure 

12, we will now explore all categories separately 

and look for a significant effect between 

categories. In Figure 13 A we see similar plots as 

in figure 12, but modification strengths are 

displayed separately, color code as before. It is 

interesting that only three categories reach a 

sufficient significance level in a sign test when we 

use Bonferroni correction for multiple 

comparisons (-20%, +60% and +100%, values 

indicated in the graph are before correction). A 

general direction of plots and their p-values is 
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Figure 13 – Effect size of increased actual contrasts at fixation points. A: 
Scatter plot for every modification level. Sign tests display p-values before 
Bonferroni correction. For increasing modification level the graphs get 
increasingly significant values. B: Bar plot of the effect size towards 
higher actual than control contrasts. Values are derived from subtracting 
mean control from mean actual contrast. Although a general tendency towards 
increasing actual contrasts is visible, only two modification levels prove to 
be significantly higher. C: Similar to B, but for the search task. Note the 
different scales from B to C. Over all positive modification levels subjects 
fixate at higher contrasts when searching for something abnormal. For 
negative modification levels values tend to be lower than during free 
viewing. 

viewable. The higher the modifications towards 

+100%, the better their significances for increased 

actual contrasts. In the direction of negative 

modifications a similar effect becomes visible: For 

strong modifications we get less significance in 

their p-values. This result points in a similar 

direction than results from paragraph 3.2 where we 

found that subjects actually looked towards the 

modified side for strong modifications.  

Figure 13 B displays the mean value of all actual 

minus all control values. In other words, 

demonstrates the size of the effect towards higher 

contrasts. We now see that over all modification 

levels a general trend towards higher contrasts 

seems observable. Additionally, figure 13 B 

clarifies that fixated contrasts are nearly 

monotonically increasing from unmodified images 

to +100% modifications. All distributions prove to 

be normally distributed (Lilliefors test), therefore 

we used N-Way ANOVA to check whether 

differences between modification categories are 

truly significant. We focus on comparing 

unmodified images with different modification 

levels (figure 13 B, right column). With α = 0.05 

and after Bonferroni- Correction, only two 

categories (+60% and +100%) have significant 

higher mean actual contrasts than the control  
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Figure 14 – Actual versus Control scatter plot of four sample images. Four 
exemplary pictures in all modification levels in an equal actual versus control 
scatter plot as seen in figure 12. For multiple instances of one specific picture 
a mean is formed. All modification levels of one image are shown in an ellipse. 
The four distinct positions along the diagonal reflect differences in global 
luminance contrast of the motives themselves. In every ellipse a tendency along 
the diagonal for modification form -60% to about +60% can be observed. Higher 
modification levels are additionally shifted towards higher actual contrast. 

distribution. These are the same groups that 

proved to be significant in figure 13 A.  

In summary, we conclude a significant increase of 

luminance contrast at actual fixation points for two 

categories, namely +60% and +100%. All other 

categories have no significant increased means 

although we observe a tendency towards increased 

contrasts.  

 

All analysis is performed not only for free viewing 

but also for the search task. Figure 13 C displays 

the size of the effect towards higher contrasts in 

the search task. The result is quite similar to the 

free viewing task although trends are not as clear, 

what may be due to 3-fold fewer pictures for this 

task. This is also the main reason, why 

distributions in the search task seldom prove to be 

normal distributions. Nevertheless we can observe 

a significant increase for contrast at fixation points 

on unmodified pictures from the free viewing task 

to the search task (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 

0.01). The same holds for nearly all positive 

modification categories (note different x-axis 

scaling in B and C). Thus, as a result, we can 

summarize that subjects fixate at points of higher 

contrasts when searching for something not 
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normal. We observe the exact opposite for the 

negative categories where contrasts are decreased 

compared to the free viewing task.  

 

Although we observe some effects in an actual 

versus control analysis as performed in Figure 12 

and 13, we want to gain a deeper understanding of 

where those effects come from. Since we have 

nine modification levels for each unmodified 

original, it seems a good idea to look for effects on 

the level of single images and their modifications. 

Between subjects there is few variance, what 

justifies a summary over pictures rather than over 

subjects. Figure 14 shows four example plots of 

four different pictures. In one ellipse are points of 

the same image but of different modification 

strengths. The different locations of ellipses on the 

actual versus control scatter plot are reflected in 

the motives of the pictures itself. The higher up 

points are located along the diagonal, the higher 

contrasts can be found in the picture itself. The 

important discovery of figure 14 is a tendency 

present in all four examples: From -60% to about 

+60%, points are shifted upwards along the 

diagonal, reflecting a constant increase of 

luminance contrast in both, actual and control. 

This is an expected result reflecting merely that 

there are modifications but not that subjects looked 

increasingly towards them. Only stronger 

modifications of about +60% to +100% display a 

stronger tendency to the right, in other words they 

have higher actual than control contrast. In nearly 

all 18 images we find similar tendencies than 

demonstrated in figure 14. This is a very powerful 

observation. Now we know on the level of single 

images, there is no essential difference for a large 

group of modification levels apart from the effect 

of our modifications on global luminance contrast 

of the whole image. Further, we know that only for 

strong modifications visual attention is shifted 

towards higher contrasts. We conclude that, on the 

most basic level of comparing single images at 

different modification levels, only strong 

modifications are able to attract fixations.  

 

In a last step of analyzing actual versus control 

contrast, we want to search for the discovered 

effect in discrete intervals of viewing time. To get 

discrete and comparable time intervals, the six 

seconds of total displaying time are split up second 

by second. This offers the unique chance to 

determine exactly whether subjects really fixate at 

similar contrasts during the whole duration or if 

time periods exist, on which the observed effects 

are based on.  

 

Figure 15 A displays similar histograms as the one 

seen in figure 13 B. They are also derived from the 

free viewing condition, but split up in six plots of 

discrete seconds. Added together they would result 

to figure 13 B. To be consistent, the first second 

starts with stimulus onset, therefore includes the 

first fixation. We argued that the first fixation is 

hardly related with the picture but depends on the 

preceding fixation dot, yet, already on the first plot 

of figure 15 A, a slight tendency is viewable. The 

size of the effect towards higher contrasts is 

overall strongest in second two, three and four. All 
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Figure 15 – Size of effect towards higher contrasts in single seconds. A: Effect 
size towards higher actual contrasts in seconds of displaying time, similar to 
figure 13 B. To better investigate effects of single plots in A, we created 
graph B. B: From every value in A we subtracted the total value of fixated 
contrasts from originals then normalized every modification level (rows) by its 
absolute maximum. All values are transformed to a grayscale color scheme. At 
least one peak per row marks the main contribution of one second to the total 
effect as seen in figure 13 B. Light grays to white stand for increased actual 
contrasts, dark grays to black for decreased actual contrasts in this second. 
The main findings are an increase of contrasts in second two to four, 
particularly for strong positive modifications and a decrease of contrasts in 
second five and six, especially for negative modifications. C: Same as in B, but 
for the search task. General darker grays mark the increased control contrast as 
seen in figure 13 C. Negative modifications are detected earlier and better. 
Positive modifications are detected prominently during second two to five. 

the same, fixated contrasts get considerably lower 

in the interval from second five to six, especially 

for negative modification levels.  

These two main findings are much easier 

discovered in figure 15 B, which contains the 

normalized effect towards higher contrasts and 

towards lower contrasts. We created this plot by 

subtracting the total mean contrast of unmodified 

images from each value of every single second. 

Then we normalized each row (modification level) 

by its absolute maximum deviation from control 

contrast. Therefore, every row contains at least one 
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peak of effect towards higher or towards lower 

actual contrasts. In the graph of figure 15 B, a 

medium gray represents little to no effect towards 

higher or lower actual contrasts, dark gray and 

black mark increasingly lower actual than control 

contrasts, light gray and white the opposite, 

increasingly higher actual contrasts. 

During second two to four and especially within 

the positive modifications of 60% and above, we 

find a clear affinity towards increased actual 

contrasts at fixation points. During second five and 

six we observe decreasing actual contrasts. This is 

particularly true for negative modification levels. 

Thus, we conclude that the main part of an effect 

towards higher contrast for strong positive 

modification levels is founded on fixation of 

higher contrasts during second two to four. 

Furthermore, the main contribution for an effect 

towards lower contrasts is founded on fixations 

during second five and six.  

Figure 15 C shows a similar grayscale plot as 

figure 15 B, but for the search task. As expected 

from results of figure 13 C, we discover less 

strong effects for positive modification strengths 

since the control contrast is already high. 

Nevertheless, for strong positive modifications, we 

observe less strong but alike circumstances than 

during free viewing. Negative modification levels, 

one by one show strong effects towards less 

contrast. But, since these effects seem to be 

strongest each in a different time interval for every 

other negative modification level, no real result in 

terms of an observable basis can be determined. 

Yet, compared with the free viewing condition, 

stronger effects towards less contrast occur earlier. 

Thus, searching for something abnormal, subjects 

seem to be faster in detecting negative 

modifications while they show no observable 

difference for the strong positive categories.  

Summarized, we conclude a trend of fast fixation 

of positive modifications in second two to four of 

the free viewing condition and less so for the 

search task. Further, a slow fixation of negative 

modifications in second five and six. During the 

search task, this fixation of negative modifications 

occurs earlier and is more prominent. 

 

3.4 Modification at fixation points 

 
Given insights we gained from analyzing on which 

side subjects fixated predominantly and how 

contrast at fixation points varied, we already 

gained a lot of facts about where subjects looked 

and how contrast vary at the points of fixations. A 

further stage of analysis is correlating fixation 

points and applied modification strengths directly.  

Although this seems to be the most obvious thing 

to do, we should bear in mind that the points 

around which modifications are introduced are 

selected at random. Hence, they are in not related 

to either luminance contrast or motives of 

originals. Especially weak modifications are very 

hard to see at all and since all modifications are 

smoothed into images, it seems unlikely that 

subjects really looked directly on the 

modifications than rather somewhere close by. To 

gradually incorporate fixations nearby 

modification points, we took the exact 
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Figure 16 – Mean modification strength at fixation points, free viewing. A: 
Shows a mean derived from the exact value of the Gaussian mask used to modify 
the image at fixation points. For increasing modifications subjects fixated 
increasingly at or nearby modifications. B: Result of an N-Way ANOVA, • = 
0.05, Bonferroni corrected. Strong positive modifications have significantly 
increased modification strengths at fixation points. Additionally -60% is 
found significant with a less conservative correction or in a single pair 
ttest. 

modification value from the Gaussian patch that 

was used to produce the stimuli (see formula (1) 

for the Gaussian patch and (2) how modifications 

were introduced). Since original images do not 

contain any modification points we computed new 

random points along with Gaussian patches were 

calculated for every unmodified image. Fixations 

on the originals were correlated with these new 

patches as if a modification would have been 

performed; only those images were never 

modified. By these means, we gain a valid and 

valuable control condition.  

 

Figure 16 A shows the average modification 

strength at fixation points for free viewing. In both 

directions of increasing modification levels we 

examine an increase of modification strength at 

fixations, meaning subjects make more fixations at 

or nearby modifications towards -60% and 

towards +100%. Figure 16 B displays the result of 

a multiple comparison of the data along with 

confidence intervals for every distribution. 

Because all distributions from figure 16 A are 

found to be normal distributions (Lilliefor tests, α 

= 0.05), a N-Way ANOVA is performed to check 

for significant increases (Bonferroni correction, α 

= 0.05). Groups marked in red, have means 

significantly increased compared to unmodified 

images. In the case of -60%, a less strict correction 

(i.e. Turkey-Kramer) is sufficient to make this 

group significantly different form originals (single 

pair ttest, p < 0.01). Therefore, as a result, we find 

a significant increase of fixations at modification 

points for positive modification levels above 60% 

and a tendency of a similar increase for the 

strongest negative modification level. 

Figure 17 displays mean modification level at 

fixation points during the search task. We observe 
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a quite similar picture as in figure 16 A. Since, for 

the search task, all categories are much smaller 

than during free viewing, we are not able to find 

satisfying significances for a similar ANOVA as 

before. Additionally, not all categories prove to be 

normal distributions. Due to these reasons, we 

decided to perform Wilcoxon rank sum tests 

comparing every modification level with 

unmodified images. The P-Values of positive 

modifications above 60% make show the same 

result as before, namely a significant increase of 

fixations at modifications. However, this is not 

true for any negative modification levels in the 

search task, we observe no tendency towards 

modifications at all.  

 

Summarizing results from our analysis whether 

subjects actually looked at modification points, we 

find significant increases of fixations near 

modified points for positive modification levels 

from +60% to +100%. This is true for both tasks. 

Therefore, we conclude a significant attraction of 

overt visual attention for positive modification 

levels above +60%. We are less successful in 

proving a similar increase for negative 

modification levels, although -60% produces a 

result very close to significance during free 

viewing. Thus, visual attention seems slightly 

attracted only by the strongest negative 

modification during free viewing, but not at all 

during the search task. 

 

3.5.  Autocorrelation of eye-movements 

 
In this part of the analysis, we want to turn our 

attention to autocorrelations of the eye- traces. 

Particular interest is paid to the length of the time 

interval in which subjects eye-movements are 

correlated to a satisfying degree. A reasonable 

degree is a correlation above 0.5 representing half 

width and half height.  

Figure 17 - Mean modification 
strength at fixation points, search 
task. Similar to figure 16, but for 
the search task. For positive 
modifications above +60% subjects 
significantly fixated at stronger 
modification strengths. No such 
tendency can be observed for 
negative modification levels. 

Figure 18 shows the result of auto correlating x-

axis values during the total duration of image 

presentation. In figure 18 A the total correlation 

length is displayed, small blue lines represent 

single subjects, the red, doted lines their mean. It 

is obvious that correlations exist solely in a small 

frame around zero. This is not only true for 

correlations of eye-movements on unmodified 

images, but holds for all modification levels of 

both tasks. Consequently, we look at a small 

interval, marked by the black box, rather than the 

whole correlation spectrum.  
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Figure 18 – Autocorrelation of x-axis position of the eye-trace. A: Shows the 
total autocorrelation of x-axis positions from eye-traces of originals during 
free viewing. Small, blue lines represent single subjects, the red, dotted 
line their mean. The interesting part of correlations is marked by the black 
square. B: Enlargements of the black square in A for -60% (left), originals 
(middle) and +100% (right). C: Enlargements of the black square as in B, but 
with data from the search task. A – C: All plots show a consistent result of 
a 800ms time interval during which eye-movements are correlated above half 
width and half height. 

Figure 18 B contains three enlargements of this 

box for unmodified images (left), the strongest 

negative modification (-60%, middle) and the 

strongest positive modification (+100%, right). All 

three plots are very analogous, revealing an 

interval of about 800ms in which eye-movements 

are correlated. This is also true for all other 

modification levels, not one containing any 

significant differences. Therefore, plots of other 

modification levels are omitted. Likewise to free 

viewing, in no modification level of the search 

task we find any differences. Figure 18 C contains 
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Figure 19 – Autocorrelation of modification strengths along the eye-trace. 
A – C: Show the total autocorrelation of modification strengths along the 
eye trace in free viewing (A), an enlargement (B) of the black box in A 
and a similar enlargement of data from the search task (C). Small, blue 
lines represent different modification levels, the red, dotted line their 
mean. Overall modification strengths along the eye-trace are consistently 
correlated in a time interval of 800ms in all modification levels and both 
tasks. 

the same three example enlargements as before, 

derived from data of the search task. Again, 

intermediate levels are omitted because no 

differences are to find.  

As a result, we summarize that over all categories 

and in both tasks, auto correlating x-axis values of 

eye-movements returns a very stable result. In a 

timeframe of about 800ms data derived with the 

eye-tracker is correlated. 

 

Finally, we want to autocorrelate the modification 

strength on all points of the eye-trace. This serves 

as an additional check for differences in viewing 

behavior, but this time focusing on possible 

differences between modification levels. Figure 19 

shows autocorrelations of modification strength at 

positions along the eye-trace. Because hardly any 

variance is found between subjects, figure 19 

contains nine autocorrelations of every 

modification level (solid, blue lines). Since the 

only interesting area is around zero, figure 19 B 

displays a similar enlargement as seen before 

marked by the black box in figure 19 A. While in 

figure B the actual enlargement of figure 19 A is 

displayed (free viewing), figure 19 C contains the 

equivalent enlargement from the search task. 

Obviously all plots are very similar, again 

revealing a time interval of 800ms for reasonable 

correlations. Only one modification level looks 

minimally different in figure 19 B, but it turns out 

to be +40% and it is not significantly different. 

  

Summarizing, we conclude high similarity of 

autocorrelation of modification strength and of x-

axis value between subjects and between 

modification strengths. In all cases, a timeframe of 

about 800ms turns out to be correlated above 0.05. 
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Discussion 

 
In the present study we performed an eye-tracking 

experiment that was never investigated before in 

its present form. However several recent studies 

conducted experimental setups that represent 

related versions of our experiment and which we 

used as an orientation (Einhäuser & König, 2003; 

Parkhurst & Niebur, 2004). In terms of the 

obtained eye-tracking data, all studies are 

somehow similar, but when it comes to the 

conclusions that are derived from the results they 

differ greatly. Parkhurst, Law and Niebur (2002) 

and Parkhurst & Niebur (2004) find low level, 

bottom up features sufficient to explain their 

results and thus conclude very few influence of top 

down features to the saliency map of overt visual 

attention. On the other side, Einhäuser & König 

(2003) report inconsistencies of bottom-up models 

with their data and therefore propose a dominating 

influence of top-down features on saliency.  

In the following, we discuss our results and their 

impact on the current debate whether top-down or 

bottom-up processes are dominating the saliency 

map of overt visual attention. Starting from this, 

we will provide an outlook of an fMRI study to 

follow and discuss its suitability to press forward 

the ongoing discussion. 

 

In our first step of analysis we found a surprising 

strong deviation of the mean x-axis value of initial 

fixations towards left (figures 6 and 7). 

Additionally, we observe a general left-preference 

over all images (figures 9 and 10). Combining 

both observations, we can conclude that already 

during the first independent fixation image 

specific features affect visual attention. Thus, 

since they also affect general viewing behavior, it 

seems unlikely that this viewing behavior results 

of a low level feature like i.e. luminance contrast. 

Additionally, if low level modifications would 

have a strong impact on initial fixations, we would 

expect a result with high standard deviations and 

bound close to the middle, because we displayed 

modifications to the left and to the right equally 

often. But we observe the opposite: shifted mean 

of x-axis value and lesser standard deviations than 

in initial fixations. We therefore conclude that low 

level, bottom up features are not sufficient to 

explain the significant, initial shift of visual 

attention to the left. A much more suiting 

speculation might be top-down processes already 

in this early stage of viewing, since they could 

explain the shift of initial fixations and the general 

shift of all fixations with the speculation that, 

although similar in terms of low level features, the 

left sides of images offer simply more interesting 

features. This is likely to be due to motives rather 

than to low level features. Since we did not 

investigate our images in terms of left-right 

differences further, we can only speculate about 

the origin of the effect. Of course other factors 

could offer possible explanations as well. Maybe 

modifications are generally recognized better on 

the left side. Or the effect is due to subjects or 

cultural influences. For example it was not 

checked if all subjects turn out to be right-handed 

or if this left preference results from being used to 
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read from left to right. To investigate this effect 

closer we suggest that in a subsequent experiment 

half of the images are displayed mirrored. 

Additionally images should be checked for 

differences from left to right side. Furthermore it 

would be very interesting to compare activity in 

both hemispheres to explore if this could be a 

reason for the attention shift towards left. 

For the present study we summarize: Low level 

bottom-up features do not seem to offer a suiting 

explanation of the shift towards left of both, initial 

fixations and general viewing behavior. 

 

In the second step of our analysis we investigate 

left-right preference over all different conditions 

(left-right analysis), investigating mean and 

meadian x-value of fixation and mean fixation 

duration on one side returned similar results. We 

find that strong modifications, negative as well as 

positive (figure 8: -60%, +80% & +100%), result 

in attraction of overt visual attention in the free 

viewing condition. This implies two major 

findings. First, if positive modifications get strong 

enough they attract visual attention, thus we could 

think luminance contrast contributes to a saliency 

map of visual attention. Second, strong reduction 

of luminance contrast attracts, rather than compels 

visual attention towards the modified side. This 

contradicts with low level based bottom up effects 

guiding fixations towards the side with the higher 

contrasts.  Further, not implying bottom up effects 

could well explain that luminance contrast is not 

increased for weak modifications.  

We attempt to solve this contradiction by 

comparing the free viewing condition with the 

search task (figure 10). In the search task, a strong 

attraction of visual attention is found for all 

modification levels above 20%. Thus, 

modifications are well detectable when searching 

for abnormalities, at least in terms of what side of 

the picture is modified and above 20%. Yet, the 

same increased luminance contrast is not sufficient 

to attract visual attention towards the modified 

side in all categories during free viewing. Again, 

this contradicts with low level based bottom-up 

effects guiding visual attention in natural viewing 

conditions. 

Conclusions derived from the second stage on 

analysis indicate as well as contradict the 

assumption that visual attention is solely guided by 

low level, bottom-up features. From this analysis a 

pure bottom-up model of visual attention therefore 

seems very unlikely.  

 

We compared luminance contrast at actual fixation 

points with luminance contrast at control fixation 

points in the third stage of analysis (actual versus 

control analysis). This examination was also done 

by Einhäuser & König (2003). Yet, in our study 

we introduced several methodological 

improvements, most importantly the calculation of 

the local luminance of each single pixel for the 

calculation of modifications. We also considered 

all other methodological problems Parkhurst & 

Niebur (2004) point out and checked for side 

effects of increased global luminance contrast. 

Additionally, we prove our results to be repeated 
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on the level of single images (figure 13). 

Therefore, we think of our results being much 

more powerful than in Einhäuser & König (2003).   

Parkhurst & Niebur (2004) point out that 

Einhäuser & König (2003) did not introduce 

negative contrast modifications correctly, due to 

calculation with the global luminance. We 

improved this and created negative modifications 

with truly reduced local luminance contrast. 

Consequently, we expect our results to differ from 

findings of Einhäuser & König (2003), at least for 

negative modification levels.  

Einhäuser & König (2003) find increased contrast 

for -40% and -60%. Our results do not repeat these 

findings for negative modifications. Since 

improvements of methodological details have an 

impact especially for negative modifications, we 

conclude our own result to be accurate. 

Additionally, we used more subjects. In short, 

during free viewing luminance contrast at fixation 

points is neither significantly decreased nor 

increased for negative modification levels.  

Similar to Einhäuser & König (2003) we find 

luminance contrast generally increased at actual 

fixation points during the free viewing task (figure 

12). This is of course also true for the search task. 

Notice that there was no need of low pass filtering 

in our analysis compared to Einhäuser & König 

(2003).  Furthermore, we look at the effect 

towards increased contrasts compared to the 

control stimuli (figure 13 B). Only two groups turn 

out to have significantly increased actual contrast 

at fixation points (+60&, +100%). While 

Einhäuser & König report a similar result for 

+100% they do not find +60% different from 

unmodified images. Compared to the second step 

of our analysis, it is surprising that we do not find 

fixations attracted towards the modified side for 

+60% but for +80% and we find significantly 

increased actual contrast for +80% but not for 

60%. Still, taken the large number of modification 

levels actual contrast at fixation points is not 

significantly increased, leads to the conclusion that 

luminance contrast by itself does not contribute to 

a saliency map for overt visual attention.  

Finally, luminance contrast at fixation points 

increases generally during the search task, 

implying an increased importance of contrast 

during searching. When searching for something 

that is not obvious but nevertheless detectable, 

subjects seem to put more emphasis on detection 

of low level features with the result of higher mean 

contrast during the search task. In return, this 

means that looking for increased luminance 

contrasts is not dominating during normal vision 

as much as it is during the search task. 

Consequently, this implies a decreased role of 

bottom up features during normal vision.  

Summarizing, luminance contrast does not 

dominate a saliency map for overt visual attention, 

for it is only significantly increased in two cases. 

Furthermore, we find indications for a decreased 

role of bottom up processes during free viewing 

compared to searching. 

 

We compare fixation points with the actual 

modification in stage four of our analysis 

(modification at fixations). Notice that the 
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modification points are computed at random and 

thus are not related to the picture itself. Comparing 

fixations with graded modification values is 

therefore closer related to the modification 

themselves and somewhat less to the influence of 

increased or decreased luminance contrast. 

Our results show significant influence of 

modifications on fixation points for positive 

modifications starting at +60% in the free viewing 

condition (figure 16). This result is a very 

consisted, while the conclusions drawn form 

preceding analyses were weaker.  In the case of 

left-right dominance, +60% does not return a 

significant value (figure 10, table 2). In the 

analysis of actual versus control we find +80% not 

significant (figure 13). As a first consequence we 

therefore conclude an observable influence of 

modifications of +60% and higher on fixation 

behavior. 

For negative modifications we find -60% 

modifications attracting fixations very close to 

significance (figure 16). This result is also present 

in the examination of left-right dominance (figure 

10). No difference of luminance contrasts is found 

for actual versus control (figure 13). Nevertheless, 

we conclude that modifications of -60% attract 

visual attention but have no measurable influence 

on mean contrast at fixation points.  

In the search task (figure 17) we find significant 

increase of modifications at fixation points only 

for positive modifications above 60%, none for 

negative. In preceding analyses it turned out that 

luminance contrast is generally higher during the 

search task (figure 13 C) and that searching leads 

to a strong detection of the modified side, 

particularly for positive modifications (figure 10). 

We conclude that luminance contrast seems to be 

of increased importance during searching, that all 

modifications are detectable, and that positive 

modifications above 60% are visible well enough 

to fixate very close to them.  

 

In the end, the truly interesting question is what 

really causes the effects we observe. A simple 

explanation might be provided with luminance 

contrast adding strongly to a saliency map of overt 

attention. But why do we only find this result for 

strong modification levels? How can it be that 

negative modifications attract fixations, rather than 

repel it? All these contradictions cast doubt on a 

saliency map dominated by the influence of 

luminance contrast. More general, they cast doubt 

on a pure bottom-up model of overt visual 

attention. Another possible explanation could be 

provided by top-down processes guiding visual 

attention to a dominating degree. This would well 

explain that we observe close to no effect for weak 

modifications for -40% to +40%. Yet, we would 

have to explain why modified luminance contrast 

has effects for stronger modifications without 

appealing to low level, bottom-up explanations.  

 

As already mentioned in the introduction, we think 

that a combined fMRI and eye-tracker experiment 

could provide evidence to solve the question of 

bottom-up or top-down processes guide visual 

attention. Corbetta & Shulman (2002) describe in 

detail two partially segregated neuronal systems 
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controlling overt visual attention. We think that we 

could solve the question in the following way:  

Recent studies measuring (Lee et al, 2002) and 

modeling (Li, 2002) the contribution of early 

visual areas to a saliency map build among others 

on pop-out effects. Corbetta, Law & Shulman 

(2000) describe the temporoparietal cortical 

junction (TPJ) recruited during the detection of 

relevant sensory events, particularly when they are 

salient and unexpected (bottom-up). Corbetta & 

Shulman (2002) modify this view towards a 

ventral right frontoparietal network (including 

TPJ) recruited during the detection of low-

frequency events and working as a circuit breaker 

for top-down processing.  Additionally, Corbetta, 

Law & Shulman (2000) describe the cortex 

near/along the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) to be 

involved in the cognitive selection of sensory 

information (top down). Corbetta & Shulman 

(2002) improve this view to dorsal frontoparietal 

network (including IPS) for top-down control of 

visual attention. If we speculate that modifications 

above +/- 60% lead to a pop-out effect in early 

visual areas, we should see a higher response for 

pictures of these categories in TPJ and the ventral 

right frontoparietal network. In return, for 

originals we would expect IPS and the dorsal 

frontoparietal network to show increased activity. 

Easy as they are, these speculations might advance 

the discussion between Einhäuser & König and 

Parkhurst & Niebur efficiently. Of course, it might 

turn out that responses in TPJ and IPS are 

somehow different and can only be interpreted in 

the opposite way. Still this would forward the 

ongoing discussion. Another interesting result 

would be what responses are obtained by the 

named brain regions during the search task. This 

will provide additional results towards a solution 

whether top-down of bottom-up effects dominate 

overt visual attention. For example we might 

speculate that IPS and the dorsal frontoparietal 

network show no significantly increased activity 

during the search task, implying an already 

dominating influence of top down processing 

during free viewing.  

A difficult issue in investigation visual attention 

with fMRI is time resolution. In general, we think 

it is not possible or necessary to investigate brain 

activity with respect to single fixations. 

Nevertheless, we believe it is possible to get 

satisfying results with fMRI, since we did find 

time intervals in which luminance contrast at 

fixation points is generally increased or decreased 

(figure 15). Therefore, we suggest investigating 

data from an fMRI experiment in these time 

intervals. Additionally, comparing mean responses 

of whole categories of modification strengths and 

of different tasks offers many possibilities of 

gaining interesting results.  

In summary, we believe that an fMRI study that 

focuses at areas determined important for visual 

attention will improve our knowledge about the 

contribution of top-down and bottom-up effects on 

a saliency map of overt visual attention.  

 

In several steps we already prepared an fMRI 

study. In this final part we will discuss our 

different preparations and the general suitability of 
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our stimuli before actually conducting an fMRI 

experiment. 

We decided to introduce modifications only on 

one side of an image. We hope this will offer us 

the possibility to gain insights from lateralized 

effects from both hemispheres. Corbetta & 

Shulman (2002) report the TPJ largely lateralized 

to the right side. We find a shift of general visual 

attention and initial saccades to the left. So, we 

might speculate that we already see a lateralization 

effect in our current results. Since we find no 

negative aspects of introducing modification only 

to the left we conclude that lateralization effects 

offer a chance in an fMRI experiment.  

We have tested the influence of increased and 

decreased global luminance contrast on visual 

attention. Since we could not find hardly any 

significant differences between originals and 

global modifications we do not think they would 

result in different responses during an fMRI 

experiment. Therefore, we suggest replacing 

global modifications with originals and normal 

modified images as stimuli during the fMRI 

experiment.  

In general we think that our stimuli are quite 

suiting for an fMRI experiment since they are in 

grayscale and modifications are very subtle. We 

guess that this will result in a good baseline-

correction between the originals and the 

modifications. Should it turn out that our stimuli 

still cause uncontrollable high responses in pre-

experimental data, we suggest further reduction of 

their informational content and low level features. 

The fact that our stimuli show natural stimuli lets 

us hope that they produce responses in the brain 

that are closely related to brain processing in 

natural viewing conditions. 

In our fifth stage of analysis we investigated 

autocorrelations of eye-tracking data. Over all 

autocorrelations, subjects, and modification levels 

we find a time interval of 800ms in which eye-

movements are correlated to a reasonable degree. 

It is of great interest how long subject’s eye-

movements are correlated since this time interval 

is the maximum timeframe in which brain activity 

can be thought homogenous. Unfortunately the 

maximum time resolution (TR) of fMRI is 

generally longer than 800ms. Yet, in our analysis 

of single seconds (figure 15) we observe every 

effect for at least two and more seconds and hardly 

ever find an abrupt change of fixated contrasts. 

Still we conclude that a block design is not 

suitable for an fMRI experiment investigating 

overt visual attention. But we believe the usage of 

an event related fMRI design will well serve us 

and produce relatively clear data.  

To be sure about the brain areas we want to focus 

on when analyzing fMRI data, a common method 

is the usage of localizer sequences defining 

regions of interest (ROI). These sequences are 

displayed during scanning, along with the 

experiment itself (Logothetis, 2002). From results 

gained from localizer sequences different ROI are 

determined and then further investigated with the 

data from the experiment itself. Since Corbetta & 

Shulman (2002) describe their data to be very 

consistent, we intend to use their experimental 

paradigm as a localizer sequence in an fMRI 
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study. We believe this will at least result in a clear 

separation between the described ventral right 

frontoparietal network and the dorsal 

frontoparietal network which would already be a 

very satisfying foundation to make observations 

with our stimuli. 

Summarizing, we think that stimuli as presented 

are suitable for an fMRI experiment. We suggest 

an event related fMRI design. Finally, we 

recommend the experimental setup used by 

Corbetta & Shulman (2002) as a localizer 

sequence.  

 

In the present study, we decisively improved 

methodological problems of Einhäuser & König 

(2003). Still, the results of this study do not give 

conclusive evidence to what degree overt visual 

attention is influenced by top-down processes or 

bottom-up effects. Yet, it presents results that offer 

possibilities to continue the discussion about 

which of both governs overt visual attention. In 

addition, it provides stimuli and some preliminary 

information about an fMRI experiment to follow. 

Finally, we will be able to compare results from 

this study with results from an fMRI study. 
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Subject information and declaration of 

consent

 
Christian Kaul 
Arbeitsgruppe Neurobiopsychologie 
Universität Osnabrück 
Albrechtsraße 28 
49069 Osnabrück 
Tel.: 0541/9692251 
email: chrisskaul@web.de
 

Aufklärung / Einwilligung 
 
 
Sehr geehrte Teilnehmerin, sehr geehrter Teilnehmer, 
 
Sie haben sich freiwillig zur Teilnahme an dieser Studie 
gemeldet. Hier erhalten Sie nun einige Informationen 
zu Ihren Rechten und zum Ablauf des folgenden 
Experiments. Bitte lesen Sie sich die folgenden 
Abschnitte sorgfältig durch. 
 
1) Zweck der Studie 
Ziel dieser Studie ist es, neue Erkenntnisse über die 
Augenbewegungen beim Betrachten natürlicher Bilder 
zu gewinnen. 
 
2) Ablauf der Studie 
In dieser Studie werden Ihnen etwa 130 Bilder auf 
einem Computermonitor gezeigt.  
Um Ihre Blickposition zu errechnen, wird Ihnen ein 
“Eye-Tracker” auf den Kopf geschnallt. Dieses Gerät 
erfasst die Position Ihres Auges mit Hilfe von kleinen 
Kameras und Infrarotsensoren. Dieses Verfahren ist ein 
psychometrisches Standardverfahren, das in dieser Art 
bereits vielfach angewandt und getestet wurde. Bei 
unseren bisherigen Erfahrungen und Experimenten mit 
dem Gerät ist keine Versuchsperson zu Schaden 
gekommen.  
Zu Beginn der Untersuchung muss der “Eye-Tracker” 
eingestellt werden, dieser Vorgang dauert etwa 5-15 
Minuten. Das eigentliche Experiment dauert dann etwa 
45 Minuten. Der Versuchsleiter wird während des 
ganzen Experiments mit Ihnen im Versuchsraum sein 
und steht Ihnen für Fragen jederzeit zur Verfügung. 

Nach der Studie erhalten Sie weitere Informationen 
zum Sinn und Zweck dieser Untersuchung. Bitte geben 
Sie diese Informationen an keinen weiter um die 
Objektivität eventueller Versuchspersonen zu wahren. 
 
3) Risiken und Nebenwirkungen 
Diese Studie ist nach derzeitigem Wissenstand des 
Versuchsleiters ungefährlich und für die Teilnehmer 
schmerzfrei. Durch Ihre Teilnahme an dieser Studie 
setzen Sie sich keinen besonderen Risiken aus und es 
sind keine Nebenwirkungen bekannt. Da diese Studie in 
Ihrer Gesamtheit neu ist, kann das Auftreten von noch 
unbekannten Nebenwirkungen allerdings nicht 
ausgeschlossen werden. 
Wichtig: Bitte informieren Sie den Versuchsleiter 
umgehend, wenn Sie unter Krankheiten leiden oder sich 
derzeit in medizinischer Behandlung befinden. Teilen 
Sie dem Versuchsleiter bitte umgehend mit, falls Sie 
schon einmal einen epileptischen Anfall hatten. Bei 
Fragen hierzu wenden Sie sich bitte an den 
Versuchsleiter. 
 
 
 
4) Abbruch des Experiments 
Sie haben das Recht, diese Studie zu jedem Zeitpunkt 
und ohne Angabe einer Begründung abzubrechen. Ihre 
Teilnahme ist vollkommen freiwillig und ohne 
Verpflichtungen. Es entstehen Ihnen keine Nachteile 
durch einen Abbruch der Untersuchung.  
Während des Experimentes haben Sie dreimal die 
Gelegenheit zu einer Pause, in dieser Zeit kann Ihnen 
auch der “Eye-Tracker” abgenommen werden. Auch 
falls Sie eine weitere Pause wünschen oder auf die 
Toilette müssen, ist dies jederzeit möglich. 
Sollten Sie zu irgendeinem Zeitpunkt während des 
Experiments Kopfschmerzen oder Unwohlsein anderer 
Art verspüren, dann informieren Sie bitte umgehend 
den Versuchsleiter. 
 
5) Vertraulichkeit 
Die Bestimmungen des Datenschutzes werden 
eingehalten. Personenbezogene Daten werden von uns 
nicht an Dritte weitergegeben. Die von Ihnen erfassten 
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Daten werden von uns anonymisiert und nur in dieser 
Form weiterverarbeitet oder veröffentlicht. 
 
6) Einverständniserklärung 
Bitte bestätigen Sie durch Ihre Unterschrift die folgende 
Aussage: 
 
“Hiermit bestätige ich, dass ich durch den 
Versuchsleiter dieser Studie über die oben genannten 
Punkte aufgeklärt und informiert worden bin. Ich habe 
diese Erklärung gelesen und verstanden. Ich stimme 
jedem der Punkte zu. Ich ermächtige hiermit die von 
mir in dieser Untersuchung erworbenen Daten zu 
wissenschaftlichen Zwecken zu analysieren und in 
wissenschaftlichen Arbeiten anonymisiert zu 
veröffentlichen. 
 
Ich wurde über meine Rechte als Versuchsperson 
informiert und erkläre mich zu der freiwilligen 
Teilnahme an dieser Studie bereit.” 
 
 
 
 
………………………………………………………… 
Ort, Datum    
 Unterschrift 
 
 
 
 
………………………………………………………… 
Bei Minderjährigen, Unterschrift des 
Erziehungsberechtigten 
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Eidesstattliche Erklärung 

 

Hiermit erkläre ich, Christian Kaul, die 

vorliegende Arbeit „An experimental eye-

tracking paradigm to investigate overt visual 

attention with fMRI“ selbstständig verfasst zu 

haben und keine anderen Quellen als die 

angegebenen verwendet zu haben. 
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